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Abstract

We evaluate theperformance of a Fast Ethernet network configured with a single

large switch, a single hub, and a 4x4 2D toms topology in a testbed cluster of

"commodity" Pentium Pro PCs. We also evaluated a mixed network composed of

ethernet hubs and switches. An MPI collective communication benchmark, and the

NAS Parallel Benchmarks version 2.2 (NPB2) show that the toms network per-

forms best for all sizes that we were able to test (up to 16 nodes). For larger net-

works the ethernet switch outperforms the hub, though its performance is far less

than peak. The hub/switch combination tests indicate that the NAS parallel bench-

marks are relatively insensitive to hub densities of less than 7 nodes per hub.

1. Work performed under NASA Contract NAS 2-14303



1.0 Introduction

Recent advances in "commodity" computer technology have brought the

performance of personal computers close to that of workstations. In addition,

advances in "off-the-shelf' networking technology have made it possible to

design a parallel system made purely of commodity components, at a fraction of

the cost of MPP or workstation components. The Whitney project, being

performed at NASA Ames Research Center, integrates these components in

order to provide a cost effective parallel testbed.

One of the key components of Whitney is the means of interconnecting the nodes

(each of which is an off the shelf PC). There are many custom, semi-custom, and

commodity technologies available for networking. These include Ethemet, Fast

Ethemet, Gigabit Ethemet, Myrinet, HiPPI, FDDI, SCI, etc. The most attractive

of these choices, however, is currently Fast Ethemet, due to its good

performance and extremely low cost.

Combining a large number of systems into a high performance parallel computer

requires the careful selection of both network technology and topology. The

Whitney project is currently evaluating different network technologies and

topologies in a testbed cluster of"commodity" Intel Pentium Pro PCs. This

paper will report on the implementation and performance of Fast Ethemet, in a

single hub and a single switch, a combination of hubs and switches, and in a 4x4
routed 2D torus 2 topology.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will provide the

configuration details for the networks we tested. In section 3, the actual hardware

configuration of the testbed system will be discussed. Section 4 presents the

results of the hub, switch, and toms experiments. Section 5 describes the effect

of using hubs to connect multiple nodes to each switch port. Finally, section 5

presents final conclusions along with directions for further research.

2.0 Network Configuration

Fast Ethemet [Iee95] is a ten times faster version of the original Ethemet

standard. The increase of the bit rate to 100 million bits per second (Mbp/s) and

modifications to the physical layer of the Ethernet standard are the only major

changes. This has greatly helped manufacturers in bringing products to market

quickly and also has created a large consumer market because of Ethernet's

familiarity. As a result, the price of Fast Ethemet equipment has fallen

dramatically since its introduction. A typical PCI Fast Ethernet adapter costs

$50-$80, and hubs cost approximately $75 per port. In addition, because the

most common physical layer for Fast Ethernet (i.e., 100baseTX) utilizes

2. For the purposes of this paper, the 4x4 routed 2D toms tested will often simply be referred to as a toms.
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inexpensive cabling technology, category 5 unshielded twisted pair (UTP), wiring

costs are also very low.

2.1 Connection Options

To build a Fast Ethernet network, machines must be attached using either a hub,

switch, or "crossover" cable. In a hub, all systems share a single broadcast

network, so only one host can send and one or more hosts may receive at one time.

When more thanone host attempts to use the network at the same time, a

"collision" occurs. The systems then retry their messages using a "carrier sense

media access with collision detection" (CSMA/CD) algorithm with exponential

backoff. This mechanism for handling shared network access is common to all

Ethernet based systems. This means that in a hub connected system the maximum

bisection bandwidth is limited to 100Mbp/s (12.5 MBytes/sec), and is often lower

when more than one host is contending for access, regardless of the number of

nodes in the network. While this is hardly adequate for a parallel system, we

performed measurements on this configuration to see how it would perform.

To increase the bisection bandwidth of the system, one must increase the number

of simultaneous connections possible and "break" the ethernet into multiple

segments. This can be done either with an Ethernet switch or by adding TCP/IP

routers. The advantage of Ethernet switching is that there still appears to be a

single Ethernet network, though it will now support multiple simultaneous senders

and receivers. In addition, some Ethernet switches allow nodes to operate in "full

duplex" mode where they simultaneously send and receive data. This is especially

useful for acknowledgment and flow control packets that must flow from a

receiver to a sender. The disadvantage, however, is that Ethernet switches are

expensive, $300-$700 per port, and they do not scale past 100-200 nodes. Further,

switches do have a limited bisection bandwidth, though they can typically deliver

1-2Gbp/s of aggregate bandwidth.

A second choice, however, is to utilize TCP/IP based routing where either some or

all nodes forward packets between subnets. This scheme increases the aggregate

bandwidth of the network without purchasing addit!onal switching hardware (the
nodes are the switches). In addition, if nodes are attached directly using

"crossover" cables rather than hubs, full duplex operation is possible. However,

router nodes must have more than one Ethernet card, nodes must spend CPU time

forwai:ding packets between other nodes, and the performance of TCP/IP routing

is usually lower than that of Ethernet switches, i

In this paper we chose to test a hub connectedsystem, a switch connected system,

a routedtopology, and a combination of hubs and switches. While these networks

are all viable "for the small system we tested, no single hub or switch can scale to

500+ nodes, Therefore, these networks are meant to be used for comparison. The

routed topology and hub/switch combination networks, however, will scale to



500+nodes,sosomecombinationof these is likely to be used in the final

Whitney system.

The routed topology we chose, a 2D toms, requires all nodes to perform routing.

Further, because links are implemented with crossover cables (i.e., the network

does not include any hubs), all connections can operate in full duplex mode.

The 2D torus was chosen for two reasons. The first reason was scalability, a

mesh or toms network can be expanded to any size system by increasing either

one or more dimensions. This is particularly important because the planned size

for Whitney is 400-500 nodes. In addition, by increasing both dimensions not

only is the size of the mesh increased, but also the bisection bandwidth. The only

limitation is that as the size increases, so does the diameter of the network. We

chose to minimize this effect by keeping the mesh square and providing the

wraparound connections.

The second reason for choosing a 2D toms was for physical and cost reasons.

The nodes we used in the experiments had only 5 PCI slots. Utilizing single port

Ethemet cards, this means that no more than 5 other systems may be attached to

each node. While there are two and 4 port Ethernet cards, the per port cost is 2-4

times the cost of single port cards. Because we wanted an arbitrarily scalable

network, we could not use a hypercube (we could only have up to 25, 32, nodes),
and we would need 6 links for a 3D mesh/toms.

2.2 Torus Network

Figure 1 illustrates the 2D toms configuration. Each of the sixteen nodes was

Wraparound Links
to Node 13)

FIGURE 1. 16 node 2D torus network configuration

directly linked to its four nearest-neighbors via a 100 Mbs bidirectional Fast



Ethemetconnection.Thus,thetomswaspartitionedinto thirty-twodistinct
TCP/IPsubnetworks.Thesizeof thetomswasrestrictedto 16nodesbecausewe
didnothaveenoughethemetcardstobuilda largertoms.Evenatthissize,the
tomsnetworkrequired64Ethernetcards.

Linksbetweenneighborinterfaces(for thetomsconfiguration)usedstandard
category5unshieldedtwistedpairwiringthatwascrossedover(nullmodem).
Thewiringwastestedandcertifiedfor 100Mbsoperationto ensuregood
connections.All linksweredirectsonodedicatedhubs,routers,repeaters,
switches,orotherdeviceswereusedin thetoms.

In additionto thetopologydepictedinFigure1,anadditionalnodewas
connectedto afifth networkinterfacein node1.It's majorfunctionswereto
serveasafront-endfor startingjobson theclusterandto workasanNFSserver
for theprocessingnodes.ShareddiskI/O,while importantin aproduction
system,wasnotasignificantfactorinanyof thebenchmarkswhichwereusedin
thispaper.Thefinal Whitneysystemwill haveaparallelfile system
implementedacrossmultipleI/O nodes.

2.3 Hub

For the hub experiments, all nodes were attached to three "stacked" Bay

Networks Netgear FE 516 Hubs. By stacking the three 16 port hubs they act like

a single 48-port hub. Each node had only a single Ethemet card and all nodes

plus the front end were on a single TCP/IP subnet.

2.4 Switch

For the switch based experiments we used a single Cisco Catalyst 5500 switch

with 48 ports. The switch was operated at 100Mbp/s in "full duplex" mode for

the switch only experiments, and all nodes were attached directly to the switch
including the front end system. The switch operated as a single TCP/IP subnet,

but because no links were shared there was no possibility for ethernet collisions.

2.5 Hub/switch combination

To reduce the cost and increase scalability Of a switch based ethemet network,

we attach multiple nodes to each switch port. This can be done by attaching sev-
eral nodes to an ethernet hub and attaching an "uplink" connection (i.e., a cross-

over cable) from the hub to a switch port. This means that we can substantially

reduce the number of switch ports needed (i.e., 2 nodes per hub means we only

need 18 switch ports for a 36 node system, 3 per hub requires 12 ports, etc.) In

addition, becaUse hubs are so much Cheaper than switches, even with the uplink

ports the Overall cost of a hub/switch based network should be lower. Of course,

the disadvantage is that the overall aggregate bandwidth will likely be reduced

and nodes can only operate in "half duplex" mode.



Totestthisconfigurationwehad134-portLinksysEtherFast100BaseTXhubs.
Eachof thesecouldbestackedto forman8-porthub.WealsousedtheNetGear
hubsfor theexperimentswhereweneededmorethansix8-porthubs(i.e.,for 4
nodes/huband5nodes/hub).Thefrontendnodewasdirectlyattachedto the
ethemetswitch.Therefore,wewereabletotestconfigurationswith 1-7compute
nodesattachedto eachhub,witheachhubhavingoneuplinktotheCiscoswitch
asshownin Figure2.
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FIGURE 2. Hub to switch network configuration

The performance of this network configuration should be better than the Hub

based system, but worse than a pure switch based network. The performance of
this network will be discussed in Section 5.

3.0 The Whitney Prototype

3.1 Hardware

The Whitney prototype consists of 39 compute nodes (though only 36 were used

in these experiments) and one front end node. The compute nodes consist of the

following hardware:

• Intel Pentium Pro 200MHz/256K cache

• ASUS P/I -P65UP5 motherboard, Natoma Chipset

• ASUS P6ND CPU board

• 128 MB 60ns DRAM memory



• 2.5GBWesternDigitalAC2250harddrive
• 1or4 Cogent/AdaptecANA-6911/TXethernetcards3

• TridentISAgraphicscard(usedfor diagnosticpurposesonly)

Forthispaper,wechoseto concentrateonFastEthernetbasednetworks,
subsequentresearchwill evaluatethecost/performancetrade-offsof more
esotericnetworkssuchasMyrinet.

3.2 Software

Red Hat Linux 4.14 (RHL) was installed on each of the processing nodes. The

kernel included with RHL, version 2.0.27, was replaced with the newest version

at the time - 2.0.30. The kernel was compiled with ip forwarding turned on so

that the routing mechanism of Linux could be used. Both the de4x5 v0.5 and the

tulip v0.76 Ethernet drivers were tested. The de4x5 driver was used initially and

exhibited some inconsistent performance characteristics. The final toms configu-

ration on which all benchmarks were run used the tulip development driver.

For the toms network, a program executed at boot-time set up the routing tables

on each node with static routes to non-local subnets using an X-Y routing

scheme. Packets addressed to non-neighbor nodes were forwarded through the

appropriate interface towards their destination. The shortest-hop distance was

maintained in all cases. For the switch, hub, and hybrid networks only a single

TCP/IP subnet was utilized, so no TCP/IP routing was needed within the system.

Instead, all routing is done within the switches at the physical layer.

The MPI message passing system [Mes94] was used for communication between

nodes. MPICH (version 1.1.0) [GrL96] was the specific MPI implementation

utilized. It was built using the P4 device layer, so all communication was per-

formed on top of TCP sockets. Programs were started on the system by the

mpirun program [Fin95] which resided on the front-end, mpirun takes the name

of the program and the number of processing nodes to use and then remotely

spawns the appropriate processes on the cluster. All of the benchmarks men-

tioned in this report used MPI for communication.

4.0 Performance . :

The first benchmark run on the cluster measured the message latency and band-

width of point to point links. The second benchmark measured the performance

3. "Orily one network Card was installed in each node for the hub and switch based tests. The toms required

four Ethernet Cards per node. In addition, for the toms node 1 contained an additional fifth ethernet card.
The additional card was connected to the front'end node.

• .__ .

4. Red Hat Linux is available from http://www.redhat.com.



of collective communication. Finally, the NAS Parallel Benchmarks version 2.2

were run. These are a set of benchmarks that approximate the MPI performance

of a parallel architecture on "real world" tasks (i.e., CFD codes).

4.1 Point to point message passing

To measure point-to-point message passing performance, a MPI ping-pong

benchmark was utilized. This benchmark simply sent a message of a fixed size

from one node to another than back. The time for this operation was then divided

by two to get the time to send a message one way. The message size was varied

from 1 byte to 1 Mbyte, and all experiments were repeated 20 times. Figure 3
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FIGURE 3. Point to point torus message passing time from node 1 to N

illustrates the point to point message send/receive time from node 1 to each of

the other nodes in the toms configuration. As can be seen from this graph, the

message passing performance delineates itself in to 4 categories. These 4

categories represent the number of hops each node is from node 1. Therefore, the

lowest transmission time is from node 1 to its adjacent neighbors, 2, 4, 5, and 13.

The second category is nodes that must be communicated to through node 1 's

neighbors (they are 2 hops away), i.e., 3, 6, 8, 9, 14, and 16. The third category

are nodes 3 hops away, i.e., 7, 10, 12, and 15, and the final category is nodes 4

hops away for which there is only one, node 11. Similar performance curves can

be generated for any other node pair, with similar results based on the nodes
distance.

Figure 4 depicts the message passing time for the hub and switch configurations.

In this case, the message passing time is only shown for one pair of nodes

because the performance is roughly equal between different pairs. From this



Tranmission Time vs. Message Size for Single Hub and
Switch based Networks
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FIGURE 4. Point to point switch and hub message passing time

graph the point to point performance of both a hub and switch appear to be the

same. However, the next section will show that there are some slight differences.

The point to point performance of the hub and switch are also similar to the

nearest neighbors in a toms (see Figure 3).

4.1.1 Latency

To determine the latency of message passing Figures 5 and 6 depict the message

passing time for small messages. As can be seen from these graphs, latency for a

single hop on the toms or for the hub are about 175 l.tsecs. Then, each hop on the

torus adds about 40 _tsecs, so the latency for 2 hops is 215 _tsecs, 3 hops is 255

l.tsecs, and 4 hops is 295 l.tsecs.

For the ethernet switch, the latency was virtually identical between different

pairs of nodes, i.e., it varied within the margin of error for measurement. Figure 6

only shows the latency between a single node pair. The latency was slightly

higher than the hub (190 _tsec). This is likely due tothe routing required within
the ethemet switch fabric.

4.1.2 Bandwidth '

MPI Bandwidth vs. message size is shown in Figures 7 and 8. As can be seen

from these graphs, Ethernet bandwidth, is quite erratic. However, some patterns
can be seen. As expected, bandwidth for small message sizes is low, building to a

sustained bandwidth of approximately 8-8_5 MB/sec for one hop on the torus or

on the hub. For nodes more than one hop away on the toms, the bandwidth drops

about 1.5 MB/sec per hop (8.5 MB/sec, 7 MB/sec, 5.5 MB/sec, 4 MB/sec). Also,

:i : , '
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note that the bandwidth reaches peak performance at an 8K message size, then it

drops down and starts to build to peak slowly as message size approaches 1 MB.

This anomaly is likely due to either the Ethernet or TCP packet size.

The performance of the ethernet switch was similar to the hub. There was some
variation between ethernet switch ports, i.e., it varied from 7.8 MB/sec to 8.4

10
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MB/sec. Figure 8 only shows the bandwidth between a single pair of nodes. We

did not attempt to find a pattern in the bandwidth differences because they were

very small in comparison to the measurement error.

11



4.2 Collective Communication

To measure the performance of collective communication, a MPI broadcast

benchmark was utilized. The benchmark measured the time required to broad-

cast a message to a given set of nodes and perform a MPI barrier synchroniza-

tion. Message sizes used for the broadcast were varied between 1 and 32768

bytes in 2^n steps. Each message size was broadcast 20 times.

4.2.1 Bandwidth

The aggregate bandwidth of the Toms for collective communication is depicted

in Figure 9. Our experiments show that for message sizes below 1024 bytes the

Broadcast Bandwidth vs Number of Nodes for a Torus
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FIGURE 9. Collective communication performance on a torus

aggregate bandwidth is very poor. Both the Ethernet frame size and the TCP

packet size could be possible causes for this. Above the 1024 byte threshold, per-

formance becomes much closer to expected levels. The maximum aggregate

bandwidth was observed to be about 43 MB/s for the 4096 byte message size.

While the theoretical maximum aggregate bandwidth of the torus should be 400

MB/s, this does almost reach the maximum bisection bandwidth (50MB/s). Fur-

ther, it is quite good given the cost of software routing, TCP/IP overhead, etc. In

general, the aggregate bandwidth increases as the number of nodes increases for

a given message size. The exceptions are probably due to inconsistencies in rout-

ing latency and network contention.

The collective communication bandwidth for the hub is shown in Figure 10. The

cut-off for good performance is still at about 1024 bytes, however performance

isn't as poor below this size as was seen in the toms. Aggregate bandwidth

12



Broadcast Bandwidth vs. Number of Nodes for a Hub
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increases regularly as the number of nodes increases for messages up to 512

bytes. As can be seen, performance is very irregular for larger message sizes and

the maximum aggregate bandwidth is about 9MB/s. Both the irregular

performance and the low maximum bandwidth are probably a result of collisions

on the shared network and the network's low maximum bandwidth of 100Mb/sec

(12.5MB/sec).

13



The collective communication bandwidth for the switch is shown in Figure 11.

Broadcast Bandwidth vs. Number of Nodes for a Switch
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FIGURE 11. Collective communication performance on a switch

As in Figure 9, the aggregate bandwidth scales as the number of nodes is

increased. However, for a 16 node machine, the switch bandwidth is about

10MB/sec less than the toms (the switch bandwidth for 16 nodes is about 33

MB/sec). Of course, as the number of nodes scales beyond the number tested

with the toms, the switch continues to scale to almost 60MB/sec. The peak

bandwidth if the switch was really a non-blocking crossbar would be about

8MB/sec per port or 288MB/sec. However, as evidenced from these

experiments, the actual peak bandwidth is less than 25% of peak.

4.2.2 Barrier Synchronization Time

A comparison between the hub, switch, and torus barrier synchronization time is

shown in Figure 12. Clearly, the torus and switch provide significantly faster bar-

rier synchronization than the hub as the number of nodes increases. Also, the hub

performance is much more inconsistent. The barrier synchronization time for the

toms is slightly greater than the switch time, although the differences are minor

for the sizes we could test. As the number of nodes increase beyond 16, the

switch network scales well, so the barrier time increases only slightly up to 36

nodes.

4.3 The NAS Parallel Benchmarks

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is one of the primary fields of research

that has driven modem supercomputers. This technique is used for aerodynamic

simulation, weather modeling, as well as other applications where it is necessary

to model fluid flows. CFD applications involve the numerical solution of non-

14
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linear partial differential equations in two or three spacial dimensions. The gov-

erning differential equations representing the physical laws governing fluids in

motion are referred to as the Navier-Stokes equations. The NAS Parallel Bench-

marks [BaB91] consist of a set of five kernels, less complex problems intended

to highlight specific areas of machine performance, and three application bench-

marks. The application benchmarks are iterative partial differential equation

solvers that are typical of CFD codes.

In this section, we show results for the NPB 2.2 codes [BAH95] which are MPI

implementations of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks. The NPB 2.2 benchmark set

includes codes for the three application benchmarks, BT, SP, and LU. It also

includes code for 4 of the five original kernel benchmarks, EP, Fr, MG, and IS

(version 212 does not include code for CG). In this paper we present results for
the three application benchmarks, we chose not to present results for the kernel

benchmarks because they do not add substantially to our understanding of the

networks tested. These benchmarks are designed for four different problem

sizes, called classes, S, A, B, and C. For this paper we present results for the

Class A, B, and C sizes, Class S is a "sample" size and is not interesting on

systems big enough to run the larger sizes. The matrix size and iteration count for

15
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these sizes are shown in Table 1. Tables containing the results of these

Table I:NAS Parallel Benchmark Sizes

Benchmark

Matrix Size for Class

A Iterations

BT 64x64x64 102x102x102 162x162x162 200

SP 64x64x64 102x102x102 162x162x162 400

64x64x64 102x102x102 162x162x162LU

experiments are presented in the appendix of this paper.

250

The NAS parallel benchmarks were compiled with the Portland Group's Fortran

77 compiler, pgf77, using the options: -O -Knoieee -Munroll -

Mdal ign -tp p6. These benchmarks were run for all valid sizes that would

fit on the available nodes, This included 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 nodes for LU, FF,

MG, and IS because they required node counts that were a power of two. BT and

SP, however, required sizes that were perfect squares, so they were run for 1, 4,

9, 16.25, and 36 nodes. Note that in the appendix single node times are only

shown for the hub, though they should be the same for the torus since the

network is not used. In addition, we measured performance of the torus for both

for 4 nodes in a row (nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Figure 1) and for a 2x2 layout (i.e.,

nodes 1, 2, 5, and 6 on Figure 1). This made a minor difference in performance,

however it may be important on larger systems. Finally, torus results are only

shown with up to 16 nodes since we did not construct a larger toms.
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In Figures12,13,and14theperformanceof thethreeNASapplication
benchmarksonahub,switch,andtomsarecompared.Thefirst thingto notice
fromthegraphsis thatin manycasesthehubdoesnotperformaspoorlyasone
mightexpect,particularlyfor theClassA benchmarks.In mostcasesthe
performanceof thetomswasbetterthanthehub.In thefewcaseswherethehub
wasbetter,throughthedifferencewasnegligible.Also,asexpected,differences
betweenthehubandtomsincreaseasthenumberof nodesincreases,dueto
contentiononthehub.

Theswitch,however,in all casesperformsworsethanthetoms.In addition,for
smallernumbersof nodes,thehuboutperformstheswitch.However,theswitch
doesdramaticallyoutperformthehubfor largernumbersof nodes.The
performanceof thetomsindicatesthatthehigheraggregatebandwidthis more
importantthantheincreaseof latency.It mayalsoindicatea lot of nodeN to N
+/- 1communication,whichisgenerallyanearestneighboronthetoms.It is
harderto explainwhy thehuboutperformstheswitchfor smallnumbersof
nodes.However,it isclearthatthehubis notagoodchoiceformorethan16
nodes.

Of theapplicationbenchmarks,LU hasthehighestperformance,659MFLOPS
(ClassB) for a32nodeswitch,and524MFLOPS(ClassC) for a32nodeHub,
and402MFLOPS(ClassB) for a 16nodetoms.Thisresultistypicalof the
measurementswehavemadeonEthernetnetworks,i.e.,LU's network
characteristicsseemto matchnicelywith Ethernet.BTalsoperformswell, 554
MFLOPS(ClassC), fortheswitchand336MFLOPS(ClassB) for a25node
hub,and323MFLOPS(ClassB) for a 16nodetoms,thoughit is significantly
slowerthanLU. SPperformstheworst,with lessthanhalfof theperformanceof
LU. Thiswouldindicatethatwhilesomealgorithmsdomatchwell to the
performancecharacteristicsof Ethernet,othersperformsignificantlyworse.

5.0 Hybrid Hub/Switch Based Networks
One way of reducing the cost of a switch is to use a hybrid hub/switch based net-

work as we described in Section 2. The question, however, is what effect the hub

density (i.e., the number of hub ports used per switch port) has on performance.

To measure this, we ran the same benchmarks we utilized in section 4 on a sys-

tem with a hub density varying from 1 (i.e., no hubs) to 7 (7 nodes per hub, each

hub attached to the switch).

The latency and bandwidth were for the most part the same as the switch

(approx. 190gsec latency, 8MB/sec). What was interesting was that for a hub

density of 1-6, the latency and bandwidth were relatively insensitive to node

placement. However, when we went to a hub density of 7, the latency within a

hub went to 200gsec and across hubs (through the switch) to 225gsec. There

seems to be no good reason for this, except that there may be some constraint in
the switch software.
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Thecollectivecommunicationmeasureswerelesssurprising.Figure16shows

Broadcast Bandwidth vs. Hub Density
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FIGURE 16. The effect of hub density on 8192 byte broadcast bandwidth

the broadcast bandwidth vs. hub density. The graph indicates that the aggregate

bandwidth drops off quickly after the first level of hubs is added. However, the

drop levels off to about 20MB/sec aggregate bandwidth for 3-7 nodes. This is

about 1/2 of the 25 node aggregate bandwidth for a switch and 1/3 of the 36 node

aggregate bandwidth. What is interesting is that the bandwidth does not drop off

any more with 7 nodes per hub, even though the previous experiments show that

the aggregate bandwidth across a totally hub based network is only 9MB/sec.

Barrier synchronization performance is shown in Figure 17. This graph indicates

that the barrier synchronization time is virtually unaffected by hub densities from

1-6 with only a slight degradation at a hub density of 7. This degradation at 7

nodes per hub may be related to the latency effects mentioned previously. This is

not particularly surprising because Figure 12 shows the barrier synchronization
time for a 7 node barrier on a hub is similar to that on a switch.

Probably the most important measurement we can make on a hybrid network is

its effect on the performance of the NAS parallel benchmarks. Therefore, we

measured the performance of the three application benchmarks and plotted

MFLOPS vs. hub density in Figure 18, 19, and 20. As these graphs show, the

performance of the NAS parallel benchmarks is relatively insensitive to hub

densities of 7 or less. Of these benchmarks, SP is the most sensitive to hub

density, but the difference is still less than 20% for a hub density of 5 using 36

processors. These measurements indicate that in most cases it will be reasonable

to use a hub to expand switch capacity. In particular hub densities of 2 or 3

(which are possible with a single 4-port linksys hubs we utilized) cost about 10%

in performance loss for SP and LU, and had virtually no cost for BT.
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FIGURE 17. The effect of hub density on barrier synchronization time

BT Performance vs. Hub Density
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FIGURE 18. The effect of hub density on the BT benchmark

6.0 Conclusion

Our experiments show that for the sizes measured (less than or equal to 16

processors) a torus outperforms both an ethernet switch and hub based network.

In addition, for small systems the hub outperforms an ethernet switch, though for

systems of more than 16 processors an Ethernet switch based network continues

to scale while a hub based network loses performance. We also have shown that
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LU Performance vs. Hub Density
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FIGURE 19. The effect of hub density on the LU benchmark

SP Performance Vs. Hub Density
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FIGURE 20. The effect of hub density on the SP benchmark

in a mixed hub/switch based network, the NAS parallel benchmarks continue to

perform well with hub densities up to 7 nodes per hub.

In conclusion, the final network utilized for Whitney can not be a single hub

based system, but some combination of ethernet switching or TCP/IP routing

with hubs should perform well. The final decision for a Whitney network,

however, must not only be based on performance constraints, but also on system

manageability and cost. In terms of manageability the switch/hub hybrid
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network is the winner since it requires no special node routing configuration. In

terms of cost, however, the torus is the winner. What is clear, however, is that it

is possible to build a scalable network for Whitney, even with the limitations of

current ethernet switches that only scale to about 1O0 nodes, and virtually any

scalable network will perform well with the NAS parallel benchmarks.
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Appendix: NAS Parallel Benchmark Results
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